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RAINWORTH SKODA Sponsors of the
Golden Jubilee Dukeries Rally
Rainworth Motors was established in 1970 and became one of
the country’s earliest Skoda retailers. Over the years, the
proprietors have always had a close association with rallying,
mainly through the sponsorship of local drivers. Everyone at
Rainworth Motors is delighted that we are continuing our support
of the Dukeries Rally, along with the importers Skoda Auto (UK).
We congratulate the organisers of the Dukeries Rally on reaching
the milestone of the 50th event and we extend a warm welcome
to all the competitors and wish them good luck on the event.
Competitors will be aware of the rich heritage that Skoda have
enjoyed from the time they started producing cars more than
100 years ago. In the days of the 1300cc rally cars, spectacular
results were achieved on many International events by drivers
such as John Haugland and, in later years, by Stig Blomquist.
There have been many changes at Skoda, the most significant
being the involvement of Volkswagen since 1994. There have
also been many changes at Rainworth Motors, but we are
pleased to continue our long association with this historic
marque, and are proud to know we are contributing to the
consistent rise in sales and customer satisfaction levels. Skoda
continues to excel in providing its owners with excellent
customer service and is again ranked second in the 2008 What
Car? J. D. Power Survey of customer satisfaction. Ranked in the
Top Five for the 13th consecutive year, Skoda is also the highest
-ranked European brand in the survey.
We are now fully established in our new flagship premises on the
Sherwood Oaks Business Park conveniently situated off
Southwell Road West at Mansfield, Nottinghamshire, adjacent to
the A38 link and only a short distance from the M1 and A1.
We have an Approved Skoda Business Department supporting
the business user with one vehicle or many. Skoda has an
established reputation for business users due to reliability and
value, and we can offer an excellent package in terms of service
and price. We are suppliers to leading companies in the County
and we deliver SKODA to anywhere in the UK.
The Team at Rainworth Motors

Organised by Dukeries
Motor Club Ltd.

Pictures Supplied by
Mark Writtle, Simon Clarke,
Andy Smith, Bob Draper,
Martin Taylor,
Kevin Laurence plus others

www.rainworthskoda.co.uk
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Introduction
Welcome to the 2009 Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally which will be the 50th consecutive
running of the Dukeries Rally. The Golden Jubilee event will be based at Southwell
Racecourse, just south of the historic Minster town of Southwell, and will include 44 miles of
forestry stages linked by a road route of 100 miles. The club would like to thank the Directors
of Rainworth Motors for their continued support of the Dukeries Rally and hope this successful
partnership will continue.
This Souvenir programme contains comprehensive Spectator information along with many
other features to keep you entertained, Such as tales from the past and a history of the
event. Information on the cars taking part and how a major rally such as the Dukeries is
actually organised. All proceeds from the sale of this programme are to be donated to
the Motor sport Safety Fund, which provides support to all the different
organisations that provide vital safety cover at all sorts of motor sport events in the
U.K.
The event is a round of the Silverstone Tyres BTRDA Rally Series, Millers Oils BTRDA 1400
Championship, BTRDA Rally First Challenge and MG ZR Rally Challenge. The event is also part
of the MSA English Rally Championship and four popular Regional Championships;
the Competition Car Insurance EMAMC Rally Championship, the Roadrunner Phoenix Awards
ANEMMC Rally Championship, the Fostek Engineering ANCC Rally Championship and the
Ward Construction AEMC Rally Championship.
Thanks to the continued support of Competitors and Sponsors we have retained the standard
entry fee at £375 and to encourage competitors to sample forest rallying we have a reduced
entry fee of £325 to any driver entering their first forest rally and to all BTRDA Rally First
crews.
As part of the celebration of the 50th event we have included a section especially for Historic
Cars and we hope to see some of the cars from past Dukeries Rallies out on the event. Allied
to this we have arranged an impressive display of the types of car that have taken part in the
5 decades of Dukeries rallies at Southwell Racecourse.
We invite you to join us in a celebration of 50 years of the Dukeries Rally which we hope will
provide you with an enjoyable and safe days motor sport.
The Organisers would like to thank the following
organisations for their continued support
Rainworth Motors Skoda & Skoda UK
Forest Enterprise - Sherwood & Lincs District
Welbeck Estates, Thoresby Estates, Warsop Estates.
Southwell Racecourse, S.A .Gas
R and K Contractors and Consultants Ltd, Airwaves Radio Communications
BTRDA Ltd
All the advertisers and contributors to the programme
Skoda UK PR Dept. and Laika Creative
The MSA, Regional Associations and RLO’s
Nottinghamshire County Council and Nottinghamshire Police
All landowners and residents along the route

ALL THE OFFICIALS AND MARSHALS
Every person participating in the rally, whether employed or voluntary, shall take
reasonable care of the health and safety of themselves and other persons who may
be affected by their actions or omissions
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The Previous Dukeries Rally Winners
1960
John Davies / Colin Adkin
Austin A40
1961
J A Clower / Jim Adams
Triumph 2000
1962
Roger Clark / Jim Porter
Mini
1963
Jim Adams / Geoff Palmer
Ford Cortina GT
1964
Jim Adams / Iaun Jones
Ford Cortina GT
1965
Roger Marriot / Bill Granger
Mini Cooper
1966*
George Morris / Bill Granger
Ford Cortina
1967
Brian Bennett / Geoff Palmer
Ford Cortina
1968
Fred King / John Aston
Ford Lotus Cortina
1969
Geoff Kay / Dave West
Ford Cortina GT
1970
Chris Benyon / Lyn Andrews
Ford Escort Twin Cam
1971**
Chris Sclator / Martin Holmes
Ford Escort Mk1 BDA
1972
Roger Clark / Jim Porter
Ford Escort RS 1600
1973
Roger Clark / Jim Porter
Ford Escort RS
1974
Tony Drummond / Dave Richards
Ford Escort RS
1975
Tony Drummond / Derek Carmen
Ford Escort RS
1976
Piggy Thompson / Mike Nicholson
Porsche Carrera
1977
Mike Rawson / Phil Short
Opel Kadett GTE
1978
Geoff Simpson / Peter Halkyard
Ford Escort RS 1800
1979
Terry Kaby / Brian Rainbow
Triumph TR7 V8
1980
Bill Dobie / Peter Mellor
Ford Escort RS 1800
1981
Trevor Smith / Felicity Kerr
Ford Escort RS 2000
1982
Trevor Smith / Felicity Kerr
Ford Escort RS 2000
1983
Colin Short / Steve Bond
Ford Escort RS 2000
1984
Richard Gough / Eifion Jones
Ford Escort RS 2000
1985
Peter Doughty / Mick Smith
Opel Manta 400
1986
Geoff Tunnard / Nick Grundy
Ford Escort RS 2000
1987
Bill Barton / Don George
MG Metro 6R4
1988
Dominic Frattaroli / Rob Dyson
Darrian F9
1989
Keith Bird / Tony Hart
MG Metro 6R4
1990
Bob Lowe / Colin Poxon
Ford Escort Mk 2 Cosworth
1991
Peter Doughty / Jerry Freeman
Ford Sapphire Cosworth
1992
Brian Bell / Philip Mills
Ford Sapphire Cosworth
1993
Mathew Clark / Stephen Leighton
Ford Sierra Cosworth
1994
Neil Hiorns / Anne Watson
Ford Escort Cosworth
1995
Andy Burton / Rob Morgan
Alfa Ferrari
1996
Andy Burton / Rob Morgan
MG Metro 6R4
1997
Oliver Clark / Karen Hewitt
Ford Escort Cosworth
1998
Steven Winter / Rob Dyson
MG Metro 6R4
1999
Brian Bell / Paul Spooner
Ford Escort WRC
2000
Michael Watson / Steve Lancaster
Ford Escort Cosworth
2001
Marcus Dodd / John Bennie
Subaru Impreza WRC
2002
Brian Bell / Paul Spooner
Ford Focus WRC
2003
Andy Burton / Rob Morgan
Peugeot Cosworth
2004
Graham Middleton / John Morgan
Hyundai Accent WRC
2005
Graham Middleton / John Morgan
Hyundai Accent WRC
2006
Steve Perez / Scott Martin
Ford Focus WRC
2007
Will Nicholls / Nick Broom
Subaru Impreza WRC
2008
Dave Weston / Dave Robson
Ford Focus WRC
* * 1st of the all stage event
* 1st of the combined road and stage events

All proceeds from the sale of this Souvenir Programme are
to be donated to the
“Motor sport Safety Fund”
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Event Timetable
Entries opened:

Monday 27th April

Closing date for seeded entries:

Tuesday 2nd June

Entry List published at Chatsworth Rally Show:
& Souvenir Programme on sale

Saturday 6th June

Final Instructions posted 1st class:

Sunday 7th June

Late entries (if available) close:

Wednesday 11th June

Scrutineering at Southwell Racecourse:

Friday 12th June
16:00 to 20:15
Saturday 13th June
07.30 to 08.15 by appointment

Documentation at Southwell Racecourse:

Friday 12th June
16:00 to 20.30
Saturday 13th June
07.30 to 08.15 by appointment

First Car starts from Southwell Racecourse:

Saturday 13th June 08:20

First Car arrives at Thoresby Service Area

11.15

First Car returns to Southwell Racecourse:

15.35 approx.

Awards Presentation on the Members Lawn
Southwell Racecourse

As soon as results are declared final
(approx 18.30)

Event Web Site : www.dukeries-rally.co.uk
Live Results : www.btrdarally.com

Roger Clark / Jim Porter - Mini
Dukeries Rally Winners 1962
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Event Officials
MSA Steward :
Club Stewards :

John Arnold
Phil Foster and Roy Wright

Clerk of the Course :

Bob Draper (MSA Nat B C of C)
Email: r.c.draper@btinternet.com

Chairman of the Organising
David Baugh
Committee & Deputy C of C
Email: DAVID@davidbaugh.freeserve.co.uk
Assistant Clerk of the Course : Andy Cooper
Secretary of the Meeting &
C.P.O.

Tony Bukowski

Entries Secretary :

Joanne Smith
Email: entries@dukeries-rally.co.uk

Chief Marshal :
Deputy Chief Marshal :
Competitor Liaison Officer :
Event Safety Officer :
Spectator Safety Officer :
Chief Medical Officer :
Press Officer :
Chief Timekeeper :
Chief Scrutineer :
Event Scrutineers :
Environmental Scrutineer :
BTRDA Scrutineer :
Event Communications :
Results Service :
Results Co-ordinators :
Awards Officers :
Equipment Officers :
Venue Commanders :
Other Officials include :

Steve Gascoigne.
Email: steve.gascoigne@hotmail.com
Simon Hall Email: shall3@btconnect.com
Alan Rotherham Email: clo@dukeries-rally.co.uk
Mike Swift
Chris Gunnell
Dr Phil Raynor
Andrew Haill
Email: andrew.haill@btconnect..com
Barry Jeffery (MSA Rally National)
Tom Watson (MSA Nat A)
Jez Brind, John Barlow, Rob Dominy, Kevin Peake.
Richard Moyses (MSA Licensed)
Dave Newton
Ken Paterson & Pete Baker
(Eagle Control / Airwaves Communications)
Tynemouth Computer Services
Bernard & Ro Lee
Barry & Irene Jeffery Tel: 01773 748361
Gordon Kellett, David Baugh & Bryan Northcote
Sue Rylatt, Ian Evans, Len Fowkes Trevor Leafly,
Richard Ogan.
Steve Bartle, Martyn Bradley, Steve Mugglestone,
Anthony Northhcote, Brian Northcote,
David Northcote, Mark Temple, Keith Wright.

Live Results
There will be live event results service updated throughout the day from Rally HQ posted on
www.btrdarally.com
To be kept up to date on your mobile phone there is an SMS text messaging service for the
leading positions / times after each special stage during the event. This is available from TCS,
the official event results providers. Visit www.tynecomp.co.uk for further information.
Media coverage: Mansfield 103.2FM will be covering the event with previews of the event in
the week prior to the rally and coverage from Rally HQ and the stages with results updates
during the day. Please tune in to the station on 103.2Fm to find out the latest rally news.
Event Website: The official rally website at www.dukeries-rally.co.uk has more information
about the event, an event report afterwards and also the full results.
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The Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally is part of the very competitive Silverstone Tyres BTRDA
Rally Series which includes the Silverstone Tyres Gold Star Rally Championship,
The Silverstone Tyres Silver Star Championship, Millers Oils BTRDA 1400 Rally Championship
and the BTRDA Rally First Challenge organised and promoted by BTRDA Ltd. The British Trials
and Rally Drivers Association also organise the MSA English Rally Championship which is held
on the English based rounds of the rally series including the Dukeries Rally.
Like Dukeries Motor Club, the BTRDA Rally Championships have been around for more than
50 years. The Silverstone Competition Tyres BTRDA Rally Series is the most popular Rally
Championship in the UK with around 250 registered drivers and co-drivers.
The Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally is the fifth round of the eight event calendar, where the
best six scores count towards the final championship positions. More information on the
BTRDA Rally Championships and the latest positions can be found at www.btrda.com
The remaining events in the BTRDA Rally Series are:4th July
Quinton Stages
Llandovery
September 5th
Woodpecker Stages Ludlow
October 17th
Cambrian Rally
Llandudno

Mid Wales
Radnor & Haye Park
Clocaenog & Penmachno
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Foreword by Phil Mills
During the early 1990’s I was trying to gain as much stage rallying experience as possible
and was pleased to team up with Brian Bell to compete on both the BTRDA and Welsh Rally
Championships.
My best memory of competing on the Dukeries Rally was our victory in the Ford Sapphire
Cosworth. The win was very much a team effort but on that day Brian was very determined.
The Dukeries Rally victory was a special moment for Brian because he had been trying for
many years and had actually led the event way back in 1970 before retiring with a broken
half shaft. My last Dukeries Rally was in 1995 when Brian and I, this time in a Ford Escort
Cosworth came 3rd overall just 11 seconds behind the winner Andy Burton in the Alfa Ferrari.
Brian, accompanied by Paul Spooner as you know went on to win the Dukeries again in 1999
and 2002 and he is one of the 3 times winners along with Roger Clark and Andy Burton.
As a proud Welshman living in the heart of Wales it may seem odd that I am a member of
Dukeries Motor Club but I joined whilst I was competing with Brian and have retained my
membership ever since.
I am sorry that I will not be at the Dukeries Rally this year when it celebrates its Golden
Jubilee , but I will be in Greece with Petter Solberg competing on the Acropolis Rally (sorry
Rally of Greece) in our latest foray in the World Rally Championship. I am sure the Golden
Jubilee Dukeries Rally will be a great success and I wish everyone an enjoyable and safe
event.
Best wishes,
Phil Mills
Dukeries Rally Winning co-driver 1992
World Rally Champion 2003
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Rally Car Types and the Classes
All the cars with engines up to 1400cc run in a group at the front of the main field and before
the Historic category cars, the 1400cc cars are numbered 201 upwards and the Historics 301
onwards. The historic cars are split into two classes, H2 is for cars manufactured before 1975
(lots of MK1 Escorts etc) and H3 is for cars manufactured from 1975 to the end of 1981 (Mk2
Escorts and Sunbeams etc).
The main field is made up of cars with engines over 1400cc and includes four wheel drive and
turbocharged vehicles. All the sections are seed in order of anticipated performance with the
likely fastest car/crew starting at number 1, 201 or 301 respectively.
The event has 14 classes so that competitors compete against other crews in cars that have
roughly the same performance. They include:GROUP N
Group N cars are based on recent volume production
vehicles and are allowed limited modifications mainly to
comply with safety requirements. Despite these
restrictions the turbocharged four wheel drive Group N4
cars can match the performance of all the very best of
the B13 class cars.
Class N4 — cars over 2000cc, includes Subaru Imprezas
and Mitsubishi Lancer Evo’s
Class N3 — cars up to 2000cc, includes Ford Fiesta ST’s
and Astra GSi’s
GROUP B
Group B cars can be very heavily modified and can include anything from a modern World
Rally Car to a Clubman specification car based on cars that
have long since gone out of production.
Mark Writtle
Class WR1 — for Current and former World Rally Cars,
includes Ford Focus, Hyundai Accents.
Class B13 — for Open category cars over 2000cc and four
wheel drive
Class B12 — for Open category cars over 2000cc and two
wheel drive
Class B11 — for Open category cars up to 2000cc
Class B10 — for Open category cars up to 1600cc
Mark Writtle

Cars up to 1400cc
This is a closely contested section of the event and
although these cars have smaller capacity engines their
performance, lighter weights and handling abilities means
they can often match the larger engine cars. There are
three classes — 1.4L, 1.4C and 1.4S depending on the
performance modifications. Many crews are part of the
BTRDA 1400 Championship and compete at the front of the
field and are numbered from 201 upwards.

BTRDA Rally First
This category is in its second year and was introduced by
the BTRDA to encourage the use of smaller engine
production cars. The cars are not allowed any performance
modifications and should therefore be much more
affordable to prepare and maintain. They can have
improved suspension and brakes but within strict
guidelines and are limited to the number of tyres per
event. They use less fuel and are less damaging to the
forest roads. However they must still meet the same safety
criteria as all the other classes of cars.
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What is a Special Stage Rally
Special Stages are sections of road or track that are totally
closed to all other traffic, where the rally crew (driver and codriver) try to drive their rally car from the start to the finish in
the shortest time possible. In the UK these Special Stages are
usually on Forestry Commission gravel roads or on privately
owned tracks. However there are a small number of closed
road events where sections of the Public Highway are legally
closed for the duration of the event. The special stages are
linked together by Road Sections on the public highway
where the timing is very relaxed and drivers are actually
penalised if they complete a section too quickly.
At each Stage Start there will be a Stage Commander
plus the Medical, Rescue and Recovery teams and a
Radio Operator. Cars start the special stages usually at
1 minute intervals and travel along a route which is
defined by directional arrows and by diagrams of all the
junctions given to the co-driver. During the special
stage the co-driver will assist the driver by giving as
much information as possible about the road ahead so
that the driver can drive quickly and safely this can be
achieved by reading from the ordnance survey map of
the stage (through a magnifier) or by use of Safety or Pace Notes sometimes provided by the
organisers but usually purchased from an experienced outside supplier. These instructions are
what you hear on the TV when you watch the WRC. At the end of each stage the cars pass
through a Flying Finish where a finish time is recorded, and come to a halt at the Stop Line
where their finish time is written on their time card. The time taken for each of the special
stages is totalled and the crew with the least overall time are the winners.
Rally Cars vary enormously in their performance and cost, from
relatively standard 1400cc BTRDA Rally First cars up to the World
Rally Cars with their powerful turbo charged engines, active
suspension, sequential gearbox and multiple differentials. To
make the competition fairer, the event is split into a number of
classes and categories so that cars with a similar potential
performance compete against each other. Michael Watson &
Steve Lancaster

Mark Writtle

Winners in 2000
A Rally Car is built first and foremost with safety in mind and has a strong roll cage, strong
seats and multi point seatbelts to protect the crew in case of an accident. The cars are
designed to withstand the rigours of driving over unsurfaced roads and good suspension,
effective brakes and good acceleration are much more important than a high top speed. The
cars are all inspected at pre event Scrutineering to ensure
they meet all the safety and technical requirements
The Service Area is a location where the competitors and
their support crew are allowed to maintain and repair the
car. There is a set time allowed for each service before the
car is on the move again to the next special stage. Not
everyone has the professional impressive set up seen in the
accompanying picture, it is usually a couple of mates with a
van, a tool kit, a smattering of spare parts and different wheels and tyres.
Rallying is an exciting sport for the participants and for the spectators. Please note that
however skilful the drivers, rally cars driven quickly on gravel tracks can do the
unexpected, so at all times please stay where it is safe
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Special Stage Rally Organisation
Preparing the Dukeries Rally
Work on the Dukeries Rally starts almost straight after the previous one where we hold a debrief meeting to discuss what went well and what we can or need to improve on for the next
years event.
We also attend a meeting with the organisers of all the other events in the BTRDA Rally
Championship in late October where we discuss proposals for the new championship year,
new initiatives to attract entries, cut costs and improve safety etc. After this we start
considering the possible layout of the event we want to prepare; where do we want to
scrutineer and start, what stages we can use and in what order we want to run them, where
can we use for a service area and of course we do we want to
finish.
The majority of these almost sort themselves because
we have used them for so long and its very much better
the devil you know sometimes so we make approaches to
owners as early as possible to confirm we can use the venue
again for the following event. In fact we usually book the
Southwell Racecourse straight after the preceding event.

Scrutineering in 2008

Around Christmas time we start to put a rough road route down on
paper and this has to fit within certain boundaries including being
the shortest route possible (less than 100 miles if we can), avoid
town centres if possible, avoiding right turns across oncoming traffic
on major roads, where can we use for auxiliary service and try to go
past as many fuel filling stations as possible. Of course the most
important thing is the actual stage routes and because of the need
to get as many stage miles as possible on good quality surfaces and
the limited number of entrances and exits, the stage routes also
decide themselves but we do try to add variety from previous years
by adding and dropping the smaller
venues. We also have to try to make the
stage miles as equal as possible either side of the main service halt.
Once we have a basic layout of the event we have to submit the
proposed road route and stage routes to the Motor Sports
Association a minimum of 3 months before the date of the event for
approval. This process also requires submission of the details to the
Police and local MSA Route liaison and Forestry liaison officers for
their consideration. We also have to apply for closure of footpaths
within the forests that the stage routes cross and liaison with the
highway authority to see if any road works may effect the event on
the day.
As well as preparing all of these documents for submission to
authorities we begin to appoint suitable people into the most
important positions of the team of officials on the event including sourcing Scrutineers, Time
Keeper, Stewards, Doctors, Rescue Units, Stage Commanders, Communications Officer and of
course the event management team from within the club including Assistant C of C, Secretary
of the Meeting, Entries Secretary, Chief Marshal, Safety Officer, CLO and numerous other
helpers too many to mention here.
It may be worth mentioning here that every venue on the event including special stages and
service area is allocated a fully trained Doctor or Paramedic together with a Rescue Unit and
trained crew. Rescue Units have to carry equipment to enable the rescue of competitors from
crashed cars and have almost as much as a County Ambulance and Fire Engine rolled into
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Special Stage Rally Organisation
one.
Now we have a basic route and layout of the event in place and we
have appointed the majority of the officials required, we start to
prepare the Supplementary Regulations that basically advertise the
event and encourage people to enter. Once drafted and printed we
advertise that entries are open and distribute copies of the
regulations.
We also now start to prepare the other event documents that are
distributed to competitors on the event including Final Instructions,
Road Book, Time Cards, Service and Auxiliary Service Plans.
The Safety Officer and Chief Marshal also begin preparing the
Event Safety Manual and Marshals Handbook respectively for
distribution to officials and marshals on the event to provide them
with information to enable the event to run as safely as possible.
The supplementary regulations are usually published around end of April and entries from
competitors start to come in almost straight away and those on
the organising make suitable sacrifices to the God of club rallying
to (hopefully) encourage the mini mum number of entries to make
the event break even on cost.
As the day of the event starts to draw ever closer, the stresses
increase with particular fears that we get sufficient marshals
and safety officials, and have we done all of the documents,
are the stages going to be OK, have we forgot something
and also that the entries are being received and looking as
though the minimum number will be reached.
Usually one week before the event a meeting of all the key officials (including stage
commanders, safety officials etc) takes place so we can distribute all necessary safety
information, give basic instruction about how we want the event to run and have a basic run
through of what will happen at what time during the day.
The day before the event is spent by a number of people setting up the start and finish
venue, the service area and a number of the special stages including collecting and
distributing a lot of equipment, and I mean a lot! The scutineering of the competing cars
usually starts at around 4.00pm on the day before the rally and finishes at about 9.00pm.
For the officials on the event the day of the event starts very early as Course Cars start out
on the route usually 1½ hours before the first car to distribute and set up the timing
equipment, followed by crews that check the stage set up and ensure that spectators are in
safe locations. The last course car is usually 20 minutes before the competing cars and has
the responsibility to say if the stages are OK to run.
All of the Course Cars are in contact with the Rally Control via the safety radio system the
controller of which ensures that stages start on time and any problems are dealt with as
safely and efficiently as possible.
The first competitors usually arrive at the finish control of the event at around 4.00pm and
then officials at the Rally HQ calculate the results from the times telephoned in from various
points on the route of the event. The target is to announce the results within 30 minutes of
the last competing car arriving at the finish. We then present the trophies, the winners make
their thank you speeches and we have a celebratory drink to running another successful
event before going home and mistakenly (alcohol induced) thinking that rally organising is
easy and there is no reason why we should not do it again next year.
Bob Draper—Clerk of the Course
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Congratulations to
Dukeries Motor Club
On the 50th anniversary of this famous event

TEAM CRUDDLE
MOTORSPORT

Rally Cars
Bought & Sold

The Cruddles are proud to be fielding a
team of 5 cars on
The Golden Jubilee Dukeries Rally

All makes, models and categories
From Historic Rally cars to
Modern 4WD Rally cars
From Concourse condition to unfinished/
crashed etc.
If your buying or considering selling
Fast & Professional service with many years
experience.
01636 892799 / 07836 687481
email; sales@jasonlepley.co.uk

Look out for
Paul Blackburn aka Grandad Cruddle
Andy Smith aka Senior Cruddle
John Stevens aka Junior Cruddle
Mark Mazzitelli aka Mafia Cruddle
Liam Butler aka Whittling Cruddle

Jason Lepley
Motorsport
14
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The Old Stager — 25 Years of the Dukeries Rally
I started co-driving late in life, in fact when I was 40, and that was just by chance following
an overheard comment that I had made about how I would love to ‘have a go’.
My first driver was a gentleman named Ian Roberts who had been competing for many years,
always on a shoe-string budget. My first Dukeries with Ian was in 1984 in his bright yellow
Chevette 2.3, commonly known as the banana car. Two things stick out from then – Ian
suffered from poor eyesight and the joke was that the Chevette had a bi-focal windscreen,
and it also had a lack of brakes as many a finish marshal would testify to as we flew past
unable to stop.
Ian retired from rallying at the end of 1984 when he
bought a garage business in Southwell, so for 1985 I
teamed up with Bob Morley in a Mk 2 Escort 1.6.
This partnership lasted 8 years. Bob had only been
rallying for a year after his Doctor had told him that
he needed a hobby as a break from a stressful job.
In hindsight the Doctor probably meant fishing or
golf. Our first Dukeries nearly ended in disaster
when after the second crest in Harlow we flew off into
the trees, fortunately without much damage and we
managed to drive out and carry on taking a stage
maximum.
1986 was much better as it was a very snowy and icy Dukeries and a lack of horse power was
a distinct advantage. 12th overall and 3rd in class was a very happy end result. This year also
saw the start of ‘Team Eryk’ named after Bobs mascot – a Burton the Tailors dummys head
which he had christened Eric. We changed the spelling so that it sounded Scandinavian and
this caused many people to scratch their heads trying to make out what it stood for ! It was
a well kept secret.
We also won the EMAMC and the ANEMMC championships for the first time that year, aided in
no small part by our trusty service crew of Tony Tideswell (Ace spanner man) and Andy Smith
– yes Dukeries current Chairman (Big hammer man).
During 1987 a lot of money was spent on the car making the Escort a state of the art 1600
which was reflected in the success that we had in it. We won the 1988 BTRDA Silver Star
championship and our last Dukeries event in it saw us finishing 12th overall and 1st in class.
32 Class awards, 8 none finishes from 54 events were the cars achievements, 1989 being the
last time it was used on the Dukeries. Bob wanted more power so in 1990 he bought a Mk 2
Escort 2litre BDG from a member of ‘the Yorkshire Mafia’. The omens weren’t good however
when after scrutineering on the Friday night before the Dukeries the engine blew up so a nonstart was the order of the day.
Bob and I both stayed at home on the Saturday of the
event and sulked.
1991 was much better however when we finished 4th
overall which is still my best Dukeries result. 1992 saw us
12th overall but 1993 was a disaster when we retired in
Clipstone South with clutch problems near the level
crossing. That was it as far as Bob was concerned and he
never competed again. The Escort was sold to 2 brothers
in San Remo for 22 million lira (about £10K back then) to
be used in Historic rallying.
I still wanted to carry on co-driving so for 1994 I teamed up with an old friend – Steve
Grundy in his Mk 2 Escort Pinto, which he still has today. We did the Dukeries that year and
also a few more events in the East Midlands and Yorkshire.
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The Old Stager—25 Years of the Dukeries Rally
All change for 1995, yet again in a Mk 2 Escort BDA, this time driven by a character called
Michael Watson – a farmer from near Bishops Stortford in Herts. We finished 6th overall and
1st in class and completed the BTRDA series that year ending up 3rd overall. A very
entertaining year !
Michael didn’t compete in 1996, taking a year out to build in his barn a 2 litre rear-wheed
drive Corsa, so for that years Dukeries I partnered a young Ollie Clark in his Sapphire
Cosworth 4 X 4. After a fairly eventful day we managed 7th overall, but one highlight for me
was being able to chat with his father – Roger Clark, in the Service areas.
The Corsa appeared for the 1997 Dukeries, but unfortunately
most of our biggest rivals had gone down the 4 wheel drive
route, leaving Michael slightly disillusioned as the Corsa was his
pride and joy and was already out of date. He began to
compete more in Ireland with the car after it proved to be very
competitive on tarmac, and that is where it eventually ended
up when he sold it in 1998.
The 1998 Dukeries saw me in another Vauxhall product, but
this time a 1300 Nova driven by Paul Blackburn, a very quick front wheel drive competitor,
and we managed 1st in class at the end of the day.
1999 was all change again when I teamed up with John Godbehere whom I had met over the
years on East Midlands based events. This partnership lasted 6 years – where does the time
go? We started off in Johns Mk 1 Escort Mexico which he had owned since he was 19.
Originally fitted with a 1300 engine and used for road rallies the car was now sporting a 2
litre engine. We competed on the 2000 and 2001 Dukeries with this car, unfortunately
retiring in 2001
As a footnote to the 2000 Dukeries, Michael had contacted me asking me to co-drive for him
in his Escort Cosworth - the car in which we had won the 1999 Premier Rally. I had to refuse
as I was already committed to competing with John for the season. Of course what happened
was that Michael won the event with Steve Lancaster and so I lost out on my chance of
getting my name on the co-drivers trophy.
John sold the Mexico at the end of 2001 and bought himself an Escort Cosworth which we
used on the 2002, 2003 and 2004 event recording top 30 finishes. At the end of 2004 John
announced that he was cutting back on his rallying, so it was time to find another driver.
I first met Dean Hickling when he asked me to co-drive for him
on his first rally event at Swinderby in 2004 and as he wanted to
do more events we teamed up in 2005 until the present day.
Deans car is a 1986 Sierra XR 4 X 4 which was originally built by
Ford dealers Furrows of Telford to a Group N specification, which
it still is – basically bog standard. This car was campaigned by
Roger Davies in the BTRDA championship and I think it was out
on the 1986, 87 and 88 Dukeries and here we are in 2009 when
it will be out in Sherwood Forest again.
We won’t be troubling the front runners but at least we will be out there enjoying it with a
smile on our faces.
So that’s it. 26 years and 25 starts of my history on the Dukeries Rally. Will I be there in
2010? That probably depends on whether my accountant (Val) says yes, but as I’ve bought
a new racesuit this year I ought to get more use out of it in the future.
In closing I would like to wish Bob Draper, Clerk of the Course for many years, and his team
all the best for this years 50th event. How much longer Club level rallying especially in the
forests will last is debateable, but let’s enjoy it while it lasts. See you in Southwell on June
13th.
Geoff Moss – Old Stager
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Dukeries Motor Club Entries
As well as organising the Dukeries and Premier Rallies the motor club has a healthy number
of drivers and co-drivers many of whom will be taking part in this the Golden Jubilee event.
The crew likely to seeded highest is Donovan Jenkin and Ian Bass who have competed
together in over 100 events. Donovan and Ian are multiple Club and Regional Champions.
They will be competing in a Subaru Impreza WRC car.
Another Club member in a WRC car will be Guy Simmons who co-drives for Andrew Barnes on
the BTRDA series in a Focus WRC run by the BTR Team.
Behind the WRC crews Jon and Jane Fox will be taking part
in their Mitsubishi Lancer Evo 6. Jon and Jane haven’t
competed for a few months so will probably have to blow
the cobwebs away before regaining their speed. Another
Four Wheel drive crew who have recently joined the fold are
Shelly Taunt and Julie Murphy who will be taking part in a
Subaru Impreza. Mark Gaskin will be partnering brother
John in a similar Subaru. Marcus Fuller should be entering
providing he can sort his recalcitrant Subaru gearbox.

Mark Writtle

A number of Dukeries drivers will be competing in Mk2 Ford
Escorts. These will be driven by John Stevens, Mark
Mazzitelli, Chris Langthorne, Cliff Richards, Steve or Chris
Grundy (a father and son team from who only make their
mind up who is driving on the day of the rally!) All are in
2.0 litre engined cars so a good friendly rivalry will occur.
Paul Hall will be taking part in his RWD Escort Mk3 and is
likely to be seeded in front of the old car drivers but then he
does have much more powerful engine. Speaking of
powerful engines Peter Beer and John Pickavance will be in a very powerful Escort Mk2 but
fitted with a Mazda rotary engine. They will be in the 1.4S class of the event.

Mark Writtle

Still two wheel drive but this time pulling rather than pushing entries
are in or are expected from Clive Hilton and Dave Ingamells who will
be aiming to make it a hat trick in the N3 class in their Ford Fiesta ST.
Rainworths Liam Butler/Peter Butler (Peugeot 106 Rallye) are
competing in the Rally First section. Also in the up to 1400cc field at
the front, entries from David and Matt Wood, (Corsa 1.4) who will be
aiming to be one step higher in the 1.4C class than last year but it
depends if class and Club rival Kevin Hutchinson (Astra 1.3) can
secure a co-driver for the event. A returnee to the forest stages after a
few years on the Closed road rallies of Ireland is Paul Blackburn/Alexis
Harper (Corsa 1.4). Another member of the Club making a return to
the stages will be current Club Chairman Andy Smith partnered by
Andrew Davies in a Peugeot 205Gti. Andy last competed on the
Dukeries in 1993. The crew have swapped seats as they used compete
in a Lancer Evo 7 a few years ago, time for revenge ?

Speaking of Club Chairman, past holder of the position John Dove partnered by son Ian will
be competing in the Historic section of the rally in a very special Opel Manta TE2800.
Apparently only 75 were commissioned by Opel to be built by a Belgian company in the early
1970’s and maybe only half a dozen or so still exist.

1. Top of windscreen – 2000 changed to 200
4. Red flash on rear wheel arch
7. Roll cage through windscreen

2. Bonnet pin
5. Shell sticker on bonnet
8. Door handle

3. Rear roof spoiler
6. Red towing arrow on front valance
9. Wing mirror
10. Front number plate

Spot the Difference Answers
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Championship Contenders
Graham Middleton / Ella Flynn
Simon Clarke
Suzuki Ignis
Class 1.4S
Graham won the Dukeries Rally in 2004 on his way to
winning the BTRDA Gold Star Championship and won
the event again in 2005. A couple of years later
Graham used an ex works 2 wheel drive Hyundai Coupe
and won the BTRDA Silver Star Championship. He is
now attempting the ‘BTRDA Triple Crown’ by contesting
the Millers Oils BTRDA 1400 Championship in a Suzuki
Ignis. He is currently leading the championship after
recoding 4 good score on the first 4 events. Another
win on the Dukeries would make him a firm favourite
for the title. Co-driver Ella Flynn is just 18yrs old but she already has lots of experience as a
co-driver (and has the other advantage of being lightweight!).
Simon Clarke
Darren Pinchin / Karen Watts
Proton Satria
Class 1.4S
Darren used the bright yellow Proton Satria Kit Car to
win the BTRDA 1400 Championship in 2008 which
included scoring maximum points on last year’s
Dukeries Rally.
The car was originally built in 1996 and turned into a
rally car in 2004 by Harry Hockley Motorsport. The
1400cc engine revs up to 9500 maximum and produces
around 185 bhp.
Darren and Karen did not get off to the best of starts
on their local event, a snowy Wyedean Rally and then failed to finish on the Malcolm Wilson
Rally. However a maximum points score on the Somerset Stages put their championship
season back on track.

Will Nicholls / Nick Broom
Subaru Impreza WRC S9
Class WR1
Will from Ventnor on the Isle of Wight and Nick from Somerset have first hand experience of
winning events in Sherwood Forest as they were the winners of the 2007 Dukeries Rally and
Dukeries MC’s Premier Rally in October 2006. They were the 2007 BTRDA Gold Star
Champions and were runners up last year by just one point. They won the recent Somerset
Stages and with good scores on the Plains and Malcolm Wilson are amongst the favourites to
take the title again in 2009.
Will and Nick on their way to victory on the wet Dukeries in 2007

1.
3.
4.
5.
8.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
19.
22.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.

Down
RAINWORTH
GOLDEN JUBILEE
YUMPS
TREE
THORESBY PARK
TOW ROPE
ROBIN HOOD
MILLS
WHISTLE
FIRST GEAR
CHICANE
VOLUNTEER
GRAVEL
ATKINSON
LOMBARD
SEBASTIEN
BELL
PREMIER

Mark Writtle
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Crossword Answers

2.
6.
7.
10.
11.
17.
18.
21.
21.
23.
24.
28.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Across
GREEN LIGHT
LOEB
MULTI
RECOVERY
STRATOS
HARNESS
LIVE
PINES
ARGENTINA
RED FLAG
CLARK
OSCAR
TABARD
ENTRY LIST
WILSON
NINETY
SHINY

Championship Contenders
Hugh Hunter / Andy Marchbank
Ford Focus WRC
Class WR1
Hugh and Andy are the 2008 BTRDA Gold
Star Champions after beating Will Nichols /
Nick Broom on the very last stage of the
Cambrian Rally which was the last event of
the year. You could not get a closer
contest.
They have also been victorious in Sherwood
Forest, winning the 2007 and 2008 Premier
Rallies so a closely fought contest is
guaranteed

Simon Clarke

Michael O’Brien / Paul Spooner
Ford Focus WRC
Class WR1
Another leading crew who have been near the top of the Championship / event standings for
a couple of years. Last year’s Dukeries saw retirement on the very last stage with a gearbox
problem but nothing seems to upset the always smiling Michael. He is not the only quick
driver in the O’Brien household and young son Dan is very successful in Rallycross and will
soon replace his dad!
Paul Spooner is one of the most experienced rally co-drivers in the UK and knows these
forests particularly well having won the Dukeries Rally twice with Brian Bell.
Damien Cole / Tim Sturla
Hyundai Accent WRC
Class WR1
Damien was originally very successful on Tarmac rallies but four years ago he switched to
Forest rallying and he is now successful in both surfaces. He was runner up in the 2007
BTRDA Gold Star Championship and last year was 2nd on the Dukeries and the highest placed
BTRDA competitor.
When the Hyundai WRC first started rallying in the UK they appeared to be rather unreliable
but in 2004 & 2005 one of these cars driven by Graham Middleton won the Dukeries Rally.
They are now well developed and Damian and current MSA Gravel Rally Champion Marcus
Dodd use them to great effect. Looking at the car you cannot fail to spot the Get Connected
name which is Damien’s popular and successful mobile phone business.
Tim Pearcey / Robin Hernaman
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo9
Class N4
A top Gp N4 crew who were leading the 2009
BTRDA Gold Star in the 2009 until a retirement
on the Plains Rally. They entered the Tour of
Hamsterley Rally the week before the Plains for a
bit of a practice and ended up rolling the car
after 1.5 miles of the first stage causing major
damage to MSR prepared car. The team tried
manfully to repair the car in less than a week but
gave up on Thursday morning and arranged to
borrow a car but retired.

Simon Clarke
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Spectator Information
The 2009 Rainworth Skoda Dukeries Rally welcomes spectators at the Start and Finish of the
event at Southwell Racecourse, the Service Area at Thoresby Park and to several forest stage
venues. Please only visit these venues and park in the car parks detailed. There is no public
access to the other stage venues at the request of the landowners and police and to minimise
PR issues which affect rallying in this area.
The Special Stages times are the earliest due time for the 1st rally car (Car 201).
The rally cars are grouped into 3 sections. The first group (numbered from 201) are cars with
an engine size up to 1400cc including the BTRDA Rally First production cars. The second
group (numbered from 301) are pre 1981 Historic Rally cars of the type that did the earlier
Dukeries Rally. Finally there will be the main field (numbered from 1) which will be headed by
the powerful 4 wheel drive World Rally Cars.
Cars start at 1 minute intervals so the whole field will take at least 2 ½ hours to pass through
a stage.
Scrutineering / Documentation – Southwell Racecourse Friday 12th June
The rally cars will undergo safety and technical checks between 4.00pm and 8.15pm on
Friday 12th June and competitors will complete the documentation procedures. Bar, fast food
and toilets From Southwell follow the brown signs > Racecourse Main Entrance
Start – Southwell Racecourse Saturday 13th June
The first car (Car 201) will leave the start at 8.20am with the others following at one minute
intervals.
Spectator Stage 1 - R & K Contractors and Consultants Thieves Wood
First car due at 9.00am
Map Ref 120/ 540 558. Approach from the B6139 and park in the forest car park (free).
The main path out of the car park gives direct access to the middle of the stage.
Please do NOT walk into the stage through the stage exit.
Spectator Stage 2 - Rainworth Skoda Sherwood Pines
First car due at 10.12am
Parking is at the Sherwood Pines Visitor Centre which gives easy access to a number of
locations on the stage. (Map Ref: 120 / 613 639). Follow the signs off the B6030 into the
forest and then follow the Spectator Arrows. Refreshments, Toilets, Play Areas. The car park
at Sherwood Pines has been enlarged and there are now huge additional car parking areas on
the right hand side of the car park.
£3 per day Pay & Display.
To avoid queues please park up and then get a ticket from the machines.
Main Service Area - Thoresby Park
Open from 11.05am to 2.30pm
Spectators are welcome at the Main Service Area which is at the Thoresby Park Sunday
Market Site. The rally cars will be staying at the Service Area for 70 minutes. Free spectator
parking is immediately adjacent to the Service Area. Follow the spectator arrows but please
do not use the Competitor entrance. Map Ref: 120 / 628 709. Rally Results / Toilets /
Burger Van / Hog Roast.
Spectator Stage 3 - S.A. Gas Engineering Blidworth
First car due at 1.05pm
Spectator parking and direct access to the stage is available at the two free car parks which
are off Longdale Lane (Map Ref: 120 / 592 524) or Blidworth Bottoms (Map Ref 120 / 595
542). NB: The car park off Rigg Lane is no longer available.
Spectator Stage 4 - Rainworth Skoda Sherwood Pines 2
Same as SS3 but with some changes to the stage route.
The Pay & Display ticket is valid all day.

First car due at 1.42pm

Finish and Awards Presentation – Southwell Racecourse Saturday 13th June
The cars will start to return to the Racecourse from 3.45pm where the results will be
displayed. The prize presentation will take place around 6.30pm.
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DON’T
Stand on the track
Stand below the level of the track
Stand in front of arrows or signs
Stand in Prohibited Areas
Stand or sit on or near log piles,
walls or fences
Sit close to the edge of the track
Block escape routes
Be distracted
Play games with your safety
Remove stage signs or arrows
Be the one to stop the stage
ALWAYS
Expect the unexpected
Listen for approaching cars
Remain alert
Leave yourself room to move
quickly
Try to keep behind something solid
Keep children under supervision
Keep dogs on a lead
Do as the Marshals ask
Help the marshals to run a safe
stage

!
WARNING
MOTORSPORT CAN BE
DANGEROUS
DESPITE THE ORGANISERS TAKING All
REASONABLE PRECAUTIONS UNAVOIDABLE
ACCIDENTS CAN HAPPEN. IN RESPECT OF THESE
YOU ARE PRESENT AT YOUR OWN RISK
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Spectator Stage 3 - Blidworth Wood
Sponsored by SA Gas Engineering

Spectator Stage Maps

Spectator Stage 1— Thieves Wood
Sponsored by R & K Contractors and Consultants
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Spectator Stage 2 & 4 Sherwood Pines
Sponsored by Rainworth Skoda

Spectator Stage Maps

Special Stage Location Map

The History of the Dukeries Rally 1960—2008
1960 was the first Dukeries Rally with a 'restricted' RAC permit, although there had been a
'closed to club' event with this title the previous year. The event ran on October 16th 1960 as
a night road rally using the local roads in Nottinghamshire and had an entry fee of £0-15s-0d
[75p]. It was immediately observed as a potential round of the fledgling East Midlands
Association of Motor Clubs Rally
Championship which it entered in 1961.
Jim Porter's recollections of these early
events were of "tricky navigation with 50 car
entries using Ford Anglias and 850 Minis
trying to find the correct route amongst the
maze of 'not as map' roads and tracks within
Clumber Park".
In an effort to find more competitive rally
territory the event moved into Derbyshire
during the mid 1960's and by 1967 the
organisers added special stages to an already
William
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BTRDA Silver Star Championship and in 1970
the event was upgraded to 'National' and was a
round of the Castrol National Championship and the BTRDA Gold Star Championship.
A typical rally itinerary of this period taken from the 1970 event was:Early evening start from Nottingham, 5 stages south of
Nottingham including Donington Race Track [before the
Race Circuit was rebuilt] and the road around Blackbrook
Reservoir. A fuel halt at Hulland was followed by 6 long
night time sections in Derbyshire / Staffordshire. After
the first leg, the leader was Brian Bell (yes the same
Brian Bell who won the event on three occasions many
years later) who also set fastest time on the first night
section before retiring with a broken half shaft. Another
late night fuel halt at Buxton was followed by 5 more long
night sections in Derbyshire. A final fuel stop in Matlock at
Chris Beynon & Lyn Andrews
dawn and then 6 forest stages in Felley, Harlow,
Annesley, Strawberry Hill and Clipstone and further stages at Lamb Pens, MOD land at
Bilhaugh and finally 3 laps of Scofton Airfield. The finish was at The Old Bell, Barnby Moor for
a late breakfast and awards. The total distance was just over 400 miles and in that year the
event was won by Chris Benyon and Lyn Andrews in a Ford Escort Twin Cam.
By 1972 the event had moved to an
all special stage format and was part
of the British National Championship.
[Entry fee was £10.] To obtain the
required 80+ stage miles the event
had to use some disused airfields
and farm roads on the
Nottinghamshire / Lincolnshire
border to supplement the Forestry
stages in Sherwood Forest. This was
the era dominated by Roger Clark /
Jim Porter in the famous Esso
Uniflow Escorts. [LVX 941J]
Roger Clark and Jim Porter winning the 1973 event
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The History of the Dukeries Rally 1960—2008
1976 saw radical changes when the event was
rescheduled in March [only 5 months after the 1975
event] and started at midnight on Saturday from the
‘new’ Idlewell Centre in Sutton in Ashfield with half of
the stages run in the dark, before a lunchtime finish
back at the Idlewells Centre.
Pictured to the right the Porsche Carrera of the 1976
winning crew David (Piggy) Thompson and Mike
Nicholson on that years RAC Rally.
Although this night time format had many advantages and provided competitors with an extra
challenge there were a number of drawbacks and by 1978 the event had returned to the
more usual Saturday daylight format.
1979 was another notable year when in addition to the BTRDA and East Midlands
championships the event was a round of the Ford Escort 1300 championship and the Fabergé
Fiesta Ladies Challenge. Some 270 entries were received for the 130 starting places.
During the late 1970's and early 80's the
event gradually became more compact
and used less non forest stages. This
process was helped by two organisational
successes; (i) obtaining use of a 5 mile
stage in the Birklands, known as
'Portland' in recognition of the freehold
owner Portland Estate, and (ii) the use of
the mixed surface roads in Clumber Park,
owned and managed by the National
Trust. This was the format use for the
Dukeries Silver Jubilee rally in 1984.
[Entry fee £83.]

1981 Trevor Smith & Felicity Kerr

Since 1987 the event has used a compact format using 45 miles of
special stages mainly within the Sherwood Forest area with the Start,
Finish, and rally HQ at Mansfield Civic Centre until the event moved to
the spacious surroundings of Southwell Racecourse in 2006.
The Dukeries Rally connections with the BTRDA [British Trial & Rally
Drivers Association] go back to 1969 when the event was part of the
then BTRDA Silver Star Championship. When BTRDA revised its Gold
Star Rally Championship in 1972, the Dukeries was included, and
during the 1970's and early 1980's the Dukeries winner often became
BTRDA Gold Star Rally Champion. [Trevor Smith, Pete Doughty]

Changes to the BTRDA championships in 1987 saw the
Dukeries Rally become part of the very first BTRDA
Clubmans Championship. Seven years later in 1993
radical changes in the BTRDA Rally Series saw the
Dukeries Rally included as a round of both the Gold
Star and Silver Star Championships, with the Formula
2 cars running in advance of the non F2 cars.
The 1994 Dukeries Rally was voted 'best event' in the BTRDA Rally Series and again in the
1990's several winners of 'The Dukeries' went on to become BTRDA Champions. [Matthew
Clark, Andy Burton, Brian Bell]
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Winners through the decades
1972 Roger Clark and Jim Porter in
“Old Gold”

1983 Colin Short & Steve Bond

1985 Pete Doughty & Mick Smith

1987 Bill Barton & Don George

1986 Geoff Tunnard & Nick Grundy

1990 Bob Lowe & Colin Poxon

1994 Neil Hiorns & Tom Watson

The History of the Dukeries Rally 1960—2008
The 2001 Dukeries Rally was the first forest stage
rally to run in the UK after the Foot and Mouth
epidemic had stopped all rallying for 4 months.
The Club took a calculated gamble that paid off,
however should there have been a case of the
disease within the region then the rally would
have been cancelled. It was a very nervous time
for the Club Treasurer. The event attracted a full
entry within 10 days of entries opening and was
won by the National Champions Marcus Dodd /
John Binnie in a Subaru Impreza.

Mark Writtle

Until 2002 only one crew had won the Dukeries Rally three times, Roger Clark and Jim
Porter in 1962, 1972 & 1973. The Clark family have scored 5 victories in total with Roger's
sons Matthew in 1993 and Oliver in 1997 following in the family tradition.

Matthew Clark and Stephen Leighton

Oliver Clark and Karen Hewitt

However 2002 saw long time Dukeries
club member Brian Bell equalling the
Roger Clark record of three wins. (1992,
1999 and 2002) Brian is also surely the
driver who has competed on the greatest
number of Dukeries Rallies, approximately
28, between 1966 and 2006. Co-driven
here in 1992 by future World Champion
Co-driver Phil Mills.

Mark W
rittle

Mark
Writtle

2003 saw another team of hat trick
winners with Andy Burton / Rob
Morgan in the fearsome Peugeot
Cosworth winning the event for the
third time on their way to becoming the
2003 BTRDA Gold Star Champions.
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The History of the Dukeries Rally 1960—2008
In 2004 the event winners Graham Middleton &
John Morgan (Hyundai Accent WRC) went on to win
the converted BTRDA Gold Star Championship.

Mark Writtle

Graham and John came back in 2005 and repeated
their Dukeries Rally victory. Here they are pictured
taking a hairpin in Portland.
In 2006 it was local businessman Steve Perez with
Scott Martin in the VK Ford Focus WRC that won the
event that Steve had first competed in as a codriver back in 1983. Then pictured below some 23
years later !
Mark Writtle

The 2007 event will be remembered for the thunderstorms which flooded out the Rally HQ at
Southwell Racecourse and forced the cancellation of Rainbow Hill stage as most of it had been
washed away! The final control of the event was relocated to the Service area at Thoresby
market site. However the event organisers overcame these challenges to run the event which
was won by Will Nicholls / Nick Broom in a
Subaru Impreza.
The 2008 event was dominated by Dave
Weston / Dave Robson (Ford Focus WRC05)
See the event report

Winners in 1965—
Roger Marriot and William Granger
in a Mini Cooper
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Dukeries Memories
Barry Jeffery - Co-driving for David Sleath on the 1973 rally in
a Datsun 180B SSS, The car was only one month old on the
Dukeries Rally held in September that year.
Also pictured is the Datsun 240Z
which had only just been prepared
for the 1975 Dukeries Rally but did
not get used as the crew had
run out of money and could not
afford the £26 entry fee !
The picture is of the car on display at the Idlewells Centre,
Sutton in Ashfield which was the start and finish venue.
Two pictures of Graham Lepley A well known and very
successful Nottinghamshire rally driver and father to
equally successful sons Richard and Jason.
Graham competed throughout the 1970’s and although
failing to finish in 1972, 1973 and 1974 he enjoyed
competing against the likes of Roger Clark, Tony Pond,
Jack Tordoff, Russell Brookes and Billy Coleman. In 1974
he set some fastest stage times on the rally, a great
achievement against these legendary rally names.
The fortunes changed in the next three years with a third place
in 1975 in a new Mk2 Escort behind Tony Drummond and Piggy
Thompson. Third was the reward in 1976 but Drummond and
Thompson had swapped places. However a fine second place
was achieved in 1977 only losing out by 5 seconds to the Dealer
Opel Team Kadett of Geoff Rawson and Phil Short.
David Yorke competed on two Dukeries rallies, the 1973
and 1974 events.
In 1973, along with fellow Matlock Motor Club member, Phil
Brookes, driving. Seeded at No.170 out of 180. How low can
you go? But then this was the crews very first stage event
together, and the mount was a Group 5 1000cc Mini.
David puts the lack of success down to a lowly seeding and
the double running of some of the stages where the Mini
had to follow the ruts after 300 cars had already torn up the
gravel. Not only that, the driver refused to believe him that they had already done the
required two circuits of Scofton airfield and added another lap for good measure. The driver
when offered a choice of left or right when straight on led to a huge pile of gravel? The result
was leaving the track and jumping over a hedge whilst the driver succumbed to the red mist
after realising his mistake, the Mini crew finally finished in 112th place, a significant
improvement on initial seeding.
The following year’s Dukeries Rally was tackled with another
driver. Maybe Dukeries member Ray Downes and David
could do better in another Mini benefiting from improved
seeding at No 117? Only time would tell. It did and they
retired after an ‘off’ in one of the Clipstone stages. David
told Ray to brake but he said that he knew the stage well,
having been Stage Commander for the previous years RAC
Rally. So much for local knowledge! No £100 prize and no
trophy, but David still has the door squares which now
adorn the office door of his son’s garage in the Potteries and
a photograph of the crew tackling one of the stages.
Pictures supplied by Graham, Barry and David
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2008 Event Report
WESTONS ‘FRONT’ THE 2008 DUKERIES!...
The WESTON family’s trip down from their home in Aberdeen to the Rainworth Skoda
Dukeries Rally proved to be a very worthwhile exercise. Father Dave, accompanied by Dave
Robson, won the event outright in his Ford Focus WRC05, while son David and co-driver Neil
Shanks were 9th overall, taking the Group N category in the process in their Subaru Impreza.
Weston Snr was fastest on the short opening stage, putting him into a lead he would maintain
throughout the event. However, behind him, the battle for the runners-up’ spot was far more
frenetic! After the third of the ten stages, 2007 Dukeries winners Will Nicholls/Nick Broom
had moved into second place in their Subaru Impreza WRC, ahead of their BTRDA Gold Star
Championship rivals Damian Cole/Paul Morris (Hyundai Accent WRC). However, gearbox
problems then intervened and the time lost allowed Cole to move in front. The Subaru
mechanics partially rectified the problem at service and Nicholls was able to set about reeling
the Hyundai in. He was faster than Cole on each of the final five stages but just failed to
regain 2nd place, arriving back at the Southwell Racecourse finish three seconds adrift after 45
miles of flat-out motoring!
Meanwhile, Weston Junior’s victory in the
Group N ‘production’ category was far
from straightforward either! Tristan Pye/
Kirsty Riddick (Subaru Impreza) held the
upper hand for much of the event but,
over the last few stages, they slipped
back to allow Weston to move into the
lead.

Mark Writtle

Frank Kelly/Liam Brennan took a convincing win in the two-wheel drive section in their Ford
Escort RS. Several of Kelly’s adversaries in the quest for this year’s BTRDA Silver Star
Championship crown, including Ryan Barrett (Ford Escort) & Jon Ballinger (Opel Manta), failed
to finish on this occasion and, consequently, the Irishman has improved his standing in the
points table as the season moves into the second half.
Somerset crew Julian Wilkes/Will Rutherford (Vauxhall Nova VXR) completed a start-to-finish
victory in the 1400 category, finishing ahead of BTRDA Championship leaders Darren Pinchin/
Robert Leigh (Proton Satria) who took their third maximum score of the season. Pre-event
favourites - and first car on the road - Graham Middleton/Robin Hernaman, were out of luck
when a crown wheel problem forced their Suzuki Ignis into retirement at the halfway point.
Following the problems with the weather that caused major disruption to last year’s Dukeries,
no major dramas occurred to upset it’s smooth running this time. An excellent entry of 121
crews headed off from Southwell on the Saturday morning, 91 of whom featured in the final
results.
Andrew Haill
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Crossword and Spot the Difference
Down
1.
3.

4.
5.
8.
9.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
19.
22.
25.
26.
27.
29.
30.

Across
2.
6.
7.
10.
11.
17.
18.
20.
21.
23.
24.
28.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Don’t start the stage before you see this
(5,5)
Winning WRC driver 2008 (4)
The Dukeries Rally is a ..... venue event
(5)
Competitors will need this if they break
down (8)
Perez’ high flying Italian (7)
Keeps the crews in their seats (7)
Don't stray onto the stage when it is this
- you may get a shock (4)
Thousands of these on the Sherwood
Forest stage (5)
The Paris-Dakar took place here in
2009! (9)
Can be used to stop a stage in
emergency (3,4)
Great British race and rally drivers from
the past share this name (5)
"O" in the phonetic alphabet (5)
Every marshal should wear this….. (6)
Find all the runners and riders here
(5,4)
Matthew……..leading British WRC driver
(6)
Number of degrees in a square right (6)
(One for the drivers) Keep this side of
the car up (5)

Can you spot the 10
differences between
these two Skoda Fabia
S2000 Rally Cars?
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Your local Skoda dealer (9)
The Dukeries Rally celebrates
this in 2009 (6,7)
Cars may take off on these (5)
Spectate behind this line for
safety (4)
Good service available here on
13th June (8,4)
You should be able to pull with
this (3,4)
Robbed the rich to give to the
poor around these parts (5,4)
Winning
Dukeries
co-driver
1992. Now sits alongside Petter
Solberg (5)
Every Marshal should carry one
(7)
Get into this before starting the
stage (5,4)
A bit of trickery on the stage
(7).
Every marshal is this (9)
Forest stage events usually run
on this (6)
Aussie driver for Subaru in 2008
(8)
Finance company and long term
sponsor of the RAC Rally (7)
WRC Driver who shares his
Christian name with Vettel (8)
3 times Dukeries winner should have a familiar ring (4)
The Club's other forest stages
event (7)

Experts in the Garage Equipment Industry
New and Used Tyre Changing Equipment
We buy and sell all types of used garage equipment i.e. :4 post lifts,2 post lifts
Scissor lifts
Tyre machines ,Wheel balancers
Compressors
MOT Equipment

Gemco Equipment Ltd
Unit 3 Export Drive
Huthwaite
Notts
NG17 6AF
01623 514418
www.gemco.co.uk
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Richard Lepley racing Full page advert
NO SUBARU Road Car IN BOTTOM
LEFT CORNER on the correct version
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Specialists in Crane-Loading Vehicles
Road Hauliers

Tel: 01246 456677
www.spectrumfreight.co.uk
Email: sales@spectrumfreight.co.uk
Depots in:
Chesterfield
01246 456677
Warrington
Bromsgrove
0845 3570033
0845 0540045

SELSTON MOTOR
SERVICES
MOT TESTING
REPAIRS & SERVICING
PHONE 01773 813763
129 Nottingham Road
Selston
Nottingham
NG16 6BT
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01773 580715

MIDDLEBROOK

01773 580715

GARAGE

www.mygolfbuggy.com
Visit the mygolfbuggy
website for a Golf Buggy,
Utility vehicle,
Medical vehicle, Shuttle Bus or
Road Legal Golf Buggy to
match you budget.
New or Used available
We will also develop bespoke
buggies to suit your
requirements

MOT TESTING
REPAIRS & SERVICING
PHONE 01773 810263
4 Middlebrook Road
Underwood
Nottingham
NG16 5HA
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PORTSHEL ADVERT
HALF PAGE
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